
UpTurn Discussion Guide
Session Date: Friday, June 10, 2022
Morning Session 8am-1pm

Coaches Join 9:45am-12pm
Afternoon Session 12pm-5pm

Coaches Join: 2:45pm-5pm

Goals/Objectives
● UpTurns learn how to prep for their networking session
● UpTurns learn their conflict resolution styles and ways to practice all styles.
● UpTurns will practice putting together a group project to use their conflict

skills
● UpTurns will begin discussing identity in the workplace

Conflict Resolution Breakout Rooms
● What resonates with you about your top style?
● Give an example of how you have seen yourself use your conflict resolution

style at work.
● How do you think your style has changed over time?
● What style might you want to work on doing more of in the future?

Conflict Term Scenarios

Scenario #1
Ahmed is an intern at a tech company that is going through some changes in their
management. During a team wide meeting, the management asks the group if
anyone has questions.  Ahmed asks a question about how the changes will affect the
interns at the company.  The main manager gives a pretty vague answer so Ahmed
asks a follow up to get more clarity.  The manager seems taken aback by the
question and moves on saying that this isn’t relevant to the larger conversation.
Later, Ahmed wants to discuss this with his supervisor to debrief the interaction and
think about next steps.

● Was Ahmed being assertive or aggressive in this situation?



● How could this have been interpreted by the manager in the meeting or
others?

● What could Ahmed do next when talking to his supervisor?
● What conflict styles do you think Ahmed and the manager have?
● How might gender, race, or age, authority or other dynamics might have

played a role in this conflict?

Scenario #2
Patricia has been at her new job for just over a year and is going into her first
performance review.  During the review, she gets great feedback from her supervisor
and her coworkers. After the review is over, she is offered a 1.5% raise for her hard
work.  Patricia has done her research and believes she should get at least a 3% raise
for her contributions and based on the market research for her position. Patricia
counters for the raise during the meeting and her supervisor says they will have to
think about it and get back to her.

● Was this move assertive or aggressive?
● How might the supervisor feel about the conversation?
● How might gender, race, or age, authority or other dynamics might have

played a role in this conflict?
● What could be some possible outcomes and what could Patricia do about

them?

Preparing for Networking

Check the student website for the Preparing for Networking document and the
Networking Ranking list.

Mini Session #1: Being Authentically You

Discussion #1 Questions:
● What did you think of this clip?
● Have you ever had to make choices like this at your workplace?
● How might not being able to wear your hair or be yourself at work affect you

or your work?

Discussion #2 Questions:
● What do both of these stories shared mean to you when you think about your

future workplace experiences?
● Have you or how have you pushed back on workplace norms?
● How important do you think confidence in yourself is? How can you work

towards that?



Mini-Session #2: Conflict Resolution Scenarios

Scenario #1
Omar works for a mid-size company who specializes in marketing and
communication consulting. He and his colleague Lisa have received a new
assignment partnering on a long-term client's new product campaign. Lisa and
Omar hold the same position but, Lisa has been at the company for 2 years; while
Omar recently started 8 months ago.  They have worked on smaller assignments
before but nothing of this size. There were times when Omar did not agree with Lisa
but would not firmly voice his opinion because he was new and did not want to be at
odds with anyone. Therefore, he would frequently concede to Lisa when they
suggested opposite approaches. However, this time Omar wants to make his mark
and showcase what he can do.

Lisa feels that she has been at the company longer and has experience with this
client and knows what they like. She frequently dismisses Omar’s suggestions and
often

continues with what she thinks is best despite Omar making recommendations for
new innovative approaches.

Omar begins to put forth his ideas when having check-ins with his and Lisa’s
supervisor but does not tell Lisa until afterwards. Omar and Lisa’s work relationship
starts to suffer as well as their effectiveness on the project.

● What conflict style is each person exhibiting? Using what you learned in your
TKI assessment, how would you fix this conflict?

Scenario #2

Tina is a graphic design specialist at a nonprofit organization. Her Human Resources
(HR) department has been making some changes to payroll. They have
communicated these changes out to everyone in the organization via email. Three
months later they send out another email to the entire organization expressing they
are now going to implement the changes.

Tina felt HR had over communicated this information several times and all the
employees knew the changes were going to occur. So, Tina replied all to the email
and said, “Thank you for this update. You have informed us on several occasions of
this impending change. Please move forward with your plans.”

The next day Tina was called into her boss’ office. He began to reprimand Tina and
ask why she sent out her email to everyone in the organization. Tine felt she had not
done anything wrong and she was merely informing HR that staff expected the
changes. Therefore, there was no need to continue sending everyone emails. Tina’s
supervisor began to tell Tina it was not a part of her job to make such decisions.
However, Tina



disagreed and felt that as an employee she could communicate directly to HR. Tina’s
supervisor continued to tell her she was wrong, and Tina insisted she was not.

This disagreement escalated. Tina and her supervisor could be heard using raised
voices by other team members. The department Director then intervened and
requested Tina and the supervisor both come to her office.

● What conflict style is each person exhibiting? Using what you learned in your
TKI assessment, how would you address this conflict?

Scenario #3
Jessica and her supervisor Tim both work in a marketing firm. They are both working
on a marketing campaign for a new energy drink but come into a conflict regarding
whether or not they should post ads on Instagram, Jessica wants to post on
Instagram but Tim does not.

Jessica and Tim have a really friendly relationship at work and usually agree on most
things even though Tim is 20 years older than Jessica and he is her boss. Tim is also
from Minnesota and heavily leans into being “Minnesota Nice” while Jessica is from
Texas and grew up in a confrontational family so she prefers to take conflict head on.

When they discovered that they disagreed on the Instagram ad issue, Tim said “We
can worry about this later, I don’t want this to become bigger than it has to be.”
However, Jessica would much rather prefer to deal with the issue now so that they
can focus on other parts of the campaign.

● How are Tim and Jessica’s backgrounds influencing their confrontational
style?

● What do you think are the conflict styles of Tim & Jessica based on the TKI
assessment?

● What are some options for dealing with this conflict?

Mini-Session #3: Identity in the Workplace Scenarios & Situations

Scenario #1
A major Islamic holiday, Eid al-Adha, is coming up and falls during a weekday. In
order to observe this holiday Fatima, who is Muslim, is wanting to take a day off from
her internship. As the only Muslim in her department, Fatima is unsure about how to
approach her supervisor about this.

● How can Fatima speak to her supervisor about taking this time off?
● How can Fatima navigate her workplace as being the only Muslim in her

department?

Scenario #2
An accounting company is having issues with their current software named
MoneyCount and are considering hiring an IT consultant to help them with the issue.
An intern named Jacob has plenty of experience with MoneyCount knows why the



company is struggling with the software and thus how to fix the issue. However,
Jacob is unsure if or how he should speak up because he is younger than everyone
on staff.

● Should Jacob tell his supervisor about how much he knows about
MoneyCount and how the company can fix their issue?

● If yes, how should Jacob approach his supervisor about this?

Scenario #3
On the first day of their internship, a Guatemalan intern named Maya gets told by an
older coworker: “Hey you’re Mexican! Do you have any restaurant
recommendations?” Maya  is a bit uncomfortable after hearing this and isn’t sure
how to respond.

● Why do you think Maya is uncomfortable?
● How do you think she should respond to this?

Mini-Session #4 - What can employers & employees do?

https://www.forbes.com/sites/gradsoflife/2021/07/29/cultivating-an-inclusive-workplac
e-why-embracing-identity-matters/?sh=26510166467a

https://onezero.medium.com/my-summer-internship-at-google-turned-me-off-silico
n-valley-forever-37a978fc7da8

1. What resonated with you about the articles?
2. Did the writers of your articles enjoy their internship? Do they enjoy working in

their field?
3. Do the writers of the articles have ideas about how to address the issues in

their workplaces/fields/environments?
4. What ideas do you have for companies or businesses to create a more

equitable workplace?

https://www.forbes.com/sites/gradsoflife/2021/07/29/cultivating-an-inclusive-workplace-why-embracing-identity-matters/?sh=26510166467a
https://www.forbes.com/sites/gradsoflife/2021/07/29/cultivating-an-inclusive-workplace-why-embracing-identity-matters/?sh=26510166467a
https://onezero.medium.com/my-summer-internship-at-google-turned-me-off-silicon-valley-forever-37a978fc7da8
https://onezero.medium.com/my-summer-internship-at-google-turned-me-off-silicon-valley-forever-37a978fc7da8

